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The bestselling treatment planning system for mental health professionals The Addiction Treatment

Planner, Fifth EditionÃ‚Â provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal

treatment plans that satisfy the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors,

and state and federal agencies.  New edition features empirically supported, evidence-based

treatment interventions Organized around 43 behaviorally based presenting problems, including

substance use, eating disorders, schizoid traits, and others Over 1,000 prewritten treatment goals,

objectives, and interventionsÃ¢â‚¬â€•plus space to record your own treatment plan options

Easy-to-use reference format helps locate treatment plan components by behavioral problem

Includes a sample treatment plan that conforms to the requirements of most third-party payors and

accrediting agencies including CARF, The Joint Commission (TJC), COA, and the NCQA
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As the Senior Author and Series Editor, I am pleased to announce that the new editions of our

Treatment Planners have been released. We have been working on them as a team of authors for

over two years. I am indebted to my coauthors who have deep expertise in the clinical field

addressed in each Treatment Planner. Dr. Tim Bruce, especially, has brought his wide knowledge

base in Evidence-based Practice to bear on several of our Planners. Each Planner has, of course,

been updated with the new DSM-5/ICD-10 codes, but beyond that there are several other

improvements in the latest books. I believe you will find this expanded and revised edition is a

significant step forward in being a resourceÃ‚Â for findingÃ‚Â a menu of succinctly written



statements describing Interventions to help you help your client recover.Ã‚Â Allow me to list the

new material you will find in our latest attempt to help you write clinically sound and complete

treatment plans:Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 1) The latest research-supported, evidence-based Interventions 2)

Updated and expanded bibliotherapy referencesÃ‚Â as well as research related references for each

chapter topic 3) A new Appendix which provides written Objectives and Interventions that capture

the essential theme of the tenÃ‚Â Core Principles of the SAMSHA-endorsed Recovery Model 4) A

new Suggested Diagnosis section in each chapter that provides a helpful transition from

DSM-IV/ICD-9 to the newly listedÃ‚Â DSM-5/ICD-10 diagnostic codes and labels 5) A more

complete integration of suggested Homework Exercises in each chapter to

supportÃ‚Â Interventions 6) A set of Objectives and Interventions added to each chapter to assist in

assessing specifiers relevant to DSM-5 diagnosisArthur E. Jongsma, Jr. PhD

This timesaving resource features:  Treatment plan components for 43 behaviorally based

presenting problems Over 1,000 prewritten treatment goals, objectives, and

interventionsÃ¢â‚¬â€•plus space to record your own treatment plan options A step-by-step guide to

writing treatment plans that meet the requirements of most accrediting bodies, insurance

companies, and third-party payors Includes new Evidence-Based Practice Interventions as required

by many public funding sources and private insurers  PracticePlanners The Bestselling treatment

planning system for mental health professionals The Addiction Treatment Planner, Fifth Edition

provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal treatment plans that satisfy

the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal

agencies.  New edition features empirically supported, evidence-based treatment interventions

Organized around 43 behaviorally based presenting problems, including substance use, eating

disorders, schizoid traits, and others Over 1,000 prewritten treatment goals, objectives, and

interventionsÃ¢â‚¬â€•plus space to record your own treatment plan options Easy-to-use reference

format helps locate treatment plan components by behavioral problem Includes a sample treatment

plan that conforms to the requirements of most third-party payors and accrediting agencies including

CARF, The Joint Commission (TJC), COA, and the NCQA

I purchased this planner to help me get started writing some treatment plans for my clients. I love

that each "chapter" has behavior definitions, short term and long term goals. The interventions are

very well written, easy to understand and are basic which allows you to really make them fit each

client. I would recommend this planner for anyone working with substance abuse!



If you purchase one of his book you have the all. All he does is change the words to addiction. He

got me because I had to purchase as a textbook, but don't recommend if you already have one of

his treatment plan books.

Huge book the size of Manhattan phone book. Lots of ideas for many combinations of diagnoses. I

am both a MH and SA counselor. Treatment plans are the bane of my existence. This helps a lot!!!

Pricey but worth every penny.

Especially if you're working with Medicaid and Medicare audits. They simplify the treatment planning

process and have even given us some new ideas for working with our clients.

While this Treatment Planner has the same high quality as other members of the Practice Planners

series, it has disappointed in one important respect: Moving to using a tablet for my work instead of

a laptop, this book crashes my tablet everytime it is opened which makes the eVersion unusable. I

am reluctant to double dip and buy the paper copy at this point although I may be compelled to. Do

other Practice Planners have the same problems in electronic format?

Use this constantly in practice, great for counselor and client.

Good book and boring as heck! PERFECT!

The book is what I expected. there was minor ding on edge, otherwise would have been 5 stars.
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